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Dark Photon

• Working on script to generate energy spectra. 

• 2 modes:
• Given a dark photon mass and a coupling strength, generate energy spectrum 

scaled by the expected rate.

• Given only a dark photon mass, generate a normalized energy spectrum,
where  𝑓 𝐸 𝑑𝐸 = 1 . Reasoning: take a measurement, and then want to 
scale the model to get the best-fit epsilon value.

• So code can operate both modes. Will soon uploaded it so Belina can use it 
for sensitivity analysis.





Dark Photon

Photoelectric absorption cross sections – I’ve been doing a lot of 
digging over the past week to obtain any and all experiment data about 
absorption cross sections. 

What I have found I have put into a summary table.











Dark Photon

• What does the landscape look like?

• Below 1 keV energy – minimal, but some exists. Even less for below 
100 eV.

• Lower temperatures – minimal, tends to look at liquid nitrogen 
temperatures (~77 K)

• Our temperatures (mK range) – no data found.



Dark Photon

I want to add the experimental data to 
these plots, for comparison. Also, this 
should be extended to 20 keV.

Challenges:
• Not all experimental data is provided in

data tables – some just show plots
• Some of the data comes in different 

forms. Much of the data is Total mass
attenuation, or total linear
attenuation. What is the best way to 
isolate photoelectric term?

• Uncertainties in data is not always
clear.



Dark Photon

• On Belina’s suggestion, talk with condensed matter people here to 
understand better this “atomic-like” assumptions and its implications.

• It is clear that temperature has a significant impact of photoelectric
absorption cross section, and there is little (or no) experimental data.

• Most of the experiments use some version of the light intensity
method to obtain their data.

• There are methods I have founds that have been able to measure sub 
100 eV photon range.



DQM

• I have a very rough version of code that makes a decision based on 
energy resolution.

• This includes generating pulse template, generating noise signal, and 
calculating noise PSD. This presumably will already by done by 
CDMSBats.



DQM



DQM

• Last part of code:
• Calculate energy resolution – already RQ, so this would be done by CDMSBats

• Make a decision based on threshold values.

• 3 thresholds, makes a decision based on where energy resolution falls within 
thresholds

• I don’t think I’m calculating the PSD and/or the energy resolution 
correctly, but that does not affect the decision part of the code.



DQM

• Want to find Scott Fallows’ code, which grabs the PSD from input root 
file.
• For SNOLAB, it will be an input MIDAS file

• Where does this code exist? Is it part of CDMSBats? Or separate? 
Determines how to access data.

• Work on decision based on frequency dependent threshold on noise 
PSD, both min and max thresholds.


